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Mobility Temperature Check: Just How Hot Is BYOD? 
 
Enterprises retain foothold in corporate-liable mobile environments but are also easing in support for 
employee-owned devices. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Powerful smart phones and tablet computers with fast wireless connections have made it possible for workers 
to be productive from nearly anywhere. However, the balance of power over device selection and procurement 
has begun to shift as employees clamor to connect their personal mobile devices to the corporate network.  

IT and telecom groups accustomed to 
procuring, configuring and managing 
enterprise-class devices such as laptop 
computers and BlackBerry smart phones, as 
well as the applications that run on them, are 
now confronted with droves of small, 
untethered non-corporate devices. These 
devices might be running any of a half dozen 
or more mobile operating systems (OSs). 
Enterprises are trying to determine if and how 
to connect them to data resources securely 
and how to manage wireless expenses 
effectively in an environment that no longer 
contains network borders.  

In short, corporate mobility – and, in particular, 
the “bring your own device” (BYOD) approach 
to device procurement – is turning the 
traditional approach to device provisioning, 
management and security upside down. The 
current climate could take much of the 
decision-making and control away from IT and 
telecom professionals. This could be a positive development for organizations obsessed with cost cutting, 
which is easily today’s largest stated enterprise business goal. For example, the entrance of BYODs into the 
organization could offer economic relief to employers in terms of capital expenses (capex). On the other hand, 
the added security risks and administrative costs of network service plan reimbursements could offset those 
benefits, so enterprises have to evaluate all angles carefully. 

To get a clearer picture of the corporate mobility situation and to determine enterprise goals, approaches and 
challenges surrounding these trends, CCMI surveyed 116 IT and telecom professionals nationwide in May 
2012. The terms used in the survey were defined as shown in the box above (“Mobility Lexicon”). The key 
findings and analyses of those findings are below. 

  

Mobility Lexicon 

• Corporate-Liable (CL). The enterprise procures, 
manages and secures all end-user devices, paying all 
monthly network service plan fees.  

• Employee-Liable (EL), a.k.a. Bring Your Own 
Device (BYOD). Employees purchase personal 
devices, use them at work and are responsible for 
paying the monthly network service plan fees. The 
enterprises might reimburse users for business-related 
network service costs via a flat monthly stipend in the 
user’s paycheck or via expense report.  

• Hybrid. A mix of CL and BYOD devices, which is 
likely to be the most common model in all but the 
utmost security-conscious organizations going forward. 
Enterprises are looking to new tools for provisioning, 
mobile security and expense management to 
implement top-down control regardless of who buys the 
device.  
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Key Survey Findings 

» BYOD is in the ramping-up stage. The majority of enterprises, for now, still control device purchases, 
management and usage in a corporate-liable (CL) model. However, many have embraced BYOD in part, 
and, going forward, most anticipate running a hybrid CL/BYOD model to accommodate user populations 
with different requirements. 

» The top three goals of BYOD programs are 1) to keep employees happy; 2) to improve productivity; 
and 3) to reduce mobile capex. The first two objectives are difficult to measure in hard terms. With regard 
to the third goal – the desire to reduce costs – nearly all respondents that already allow BYOD in their 
organizations said their mobile capex hasn’t changed or has actually increased. In other words, BYOD has 
not reduced enterprise mobile capex costs. 

» Tablet computers are just registering on enterprise radars. Mobile phones still get the majority of 
enterprise attention, though a fair number of respondents envision tablets eventually replacing laptops and 
smart phones in the future. 

» Organizations have made significant progress with mobile policy and control. Nearly all have written 
policies requiring user agreement about behavior that affects expense management, security and 
compliance, and two thirds have implemented special mobility software to assist in these tasks. 

» Most respondents were confident that they understood and could control their mobility costs. This 
is surprising, given that the current, widening mix of devices, service plans and ownership models can 
create a mobility free-for-all that is challenging to track. This begs the question: are respondents’ 
confidence levels accurate? 

 
Let’s look a bit more closely at each of these findings. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
Amid wide reports of a BYOD “explosion,” the enterprises surveyed indicated that they are still easing into their 
support for employee-owned devices. Many have done a good job laying the groundwork, with policies in place 
that cover security, compliance and expense issues, and two thirds are using tools from one or more suppliers 
to help enforce those policies and automate other capabilities.  
 
Most enterprises have little choice but to open up their network environments to additional devices as 
employees themselves grow more savvy about how to use their personal devices for corporate access; it’s IT’s 
job to make sure that this access is clean and secure. Fortunately, alongside the many mobile device types 
and form factors has emerged a new genre of automated tools to help enterprise IT identify device types, 
enforce policies and track and control usage. The tools can be implemented in a variety of ways – on-premise 
hardware appliances, virtual services or, perhaps most conveniently, in the form of software as a service 
(SaaS), also known as a cloud service.  
 
Before evaluating and selecting tools, enterprises should identify user groups and classify them into corporate- 
and/or BYOD (employee-liable) policy groups. Highly mobile international travelers, for example, might be one 
group with quite detailed usage policies associated with it, given that the potential for going over budget 
intensifies considerably as users cross country borders. Have employees sign off on the policies to ensure that 
they understand the security and usage issues at stake and have given permission for the organization to 
install security software on the employee’s device. It is important to make sure the employee is on the same 
page as the company on this, as IT control over a personal device can have security and liability ramifications 
in both directions, whether the employee leaks corporate data from a personal device or the enterprise wipes 
personal data from an employee’s device to protect its own assets. 
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About Xigo 
Xigo, a Dimension Data company, instantly reduces and controls mobile, fixed and global 
telecommunications costs for organizations of all sizes. The company provides the first solution that 
uploads wireless bills and automatically generates immediate cost and time-saving results – in minutes, not 
months. Xigo’s single, cloud-based platform accommodates company growth without adding complexity 
and satisfies the full range of enterprise communications expense management requirements. Xigo’s 
success is attributed to customer-centric innovations and industry firsts with more than a decade of 
expertise spanning wireless and wire line communications. For more information visit www.xigo.com, email 
info@xigo.com or follow us on twitter @XigoNow. 
 
About Dimension Data 
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